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Calling all Artists!
We are looking to collect
visual or written art for a
special edition of The Lion’s
Heart, Seattle Lutheran’s very
own arts journal. Please give
or email all submissions to Mr.
Wilson.
Any question? email us at
pwilson@seattlelutheran.org

Daniel Bolding ‘20
Daniel Bolding is a freshman
who has about half-an-idea
about what's going on at all
times. He loves to write, play
video games, read books, etc.
Daniel is very excited to join
the Lion's Roar this year.

Seniors during finals week. Photo by the author.

'Tis the Season for Stress Ben Comer
Season's greetings! Welcome to the season of compassion, of gifts,
and of hair-pulling stress for more people than not. What? Well,
there may be no other time of the year as stressful for teenagers
than Christmas-time. Sure, you could make an argument for late
spring, when the second semester finals and AP exams pop up,
but that's without considering other factors.
Academic stress is paramount at this time of year, with finals
coming up. High-schoolers face quite the test with finals in all
four of their core classes, in history, math, science, and English.
Teachers may alleviate this by assigning the final as a project or an
essay, but the workload is there nonetheless. By the time you're
reading this, if you haven't begun to study, get to it.
Stack on to that pile the immense pressure of fulfilling
extracurricular duties. The holidays mean extra attention having
to be paid to family and friends in terms of cards, gifts and plain
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Katniss Liang '17
Katniss is a senior in SLHS. She
is a crazy artist with bizarre
ideas. She likes using mixed
media to create different forms
of art. Now she is a
photographer in newspaper.
Joining this amazing class is
the greatest decision she has
never made and she can’t wait
to share her wonderful photos
to every one.

Ben Comer '17
Ben Comer, if he even exists, is
an editor for the Lion's Roar
Newspaper. He is rumored to
have appeared last year, and is
supposedly a senior this year.
Ben is said to pride himself on
his work with the Humane
Society and his sportsfollowing prowess, and
might be involved in politics, if
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old celebration. Family comes together to form one large miniparty, sounds great, right? Well, for people who don't love
gatherings with people they barely spend time with (aka
teenagers), this might not be the most appealing of options.
But this is what everyone has to deal with every year, and yet it is
a season that sticks in our minds as one of the brightest and most
cheerful. We persevere through a time filled with diﬃculty yet joy.
We can choose to dwell on the stressors that come with the
holiday season, but instead, we should all celebrate the magical
times together, in spite of the adversity that it will bring.

The History of Krampus Rex Sears
When one thinks of Christmas, they may think of the goodness
of the human spirit, consumerism, creepy mall Santas, waking up
with regrets, crippling loneliness, or maybe even the birth of
Jesus. I myself think of the unfortunate amount of annoying,
bratty children who bring down my holiday cheer by merely
existing within a three-mile radius of me. Thankfully, in
retaliation to these kids’ existence, there exists the European
story of Krampus, in order
to rule them through fear.
Doing much worse than a
simple lump of coal,
stories involving Krampus
tend to involve
misbehaving kids being
taken in the middle of the
night, being lashed with a
bundle of sticks, and being
dragged down to the
underworld. While his
appearance varies from
story to story, Krampus
usually retains a hairy
body, large goat horns, and
the aforementioned sticks
A greeting card from the 1900s
used to swat children. The
demonic creature has gained more popularity in the U.S. only
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Avalee FrayMcCroskey '17
As someone who likes to
control everything she is
involved in, Avalee enjoys
being one of the editors of The
Lion's Roar. She spends most of
her time caring for animals
even though she is allergic to
absolutely everything. She
hopes that this thing no one
reads will help her get into
college.

Rex Sears '18
Rex Sears is an angsty loner
who you wouldn't understand,
maaaan, 'cause he's just too
deep and tormented. Not at all
a narcissistic, stuck-up shmuck
who uses writing for
Newspaper Club as an outlet
for his wrong opinions and bad
fanfictions.
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recently, helped along by a movie sharing his name. So, this
holiday season, instead of spreading the message of love, peace
and joy like everyone else, instead tell kids about the horrifying
monster that will drag them to hell if they complain about getting
socks. If you bottle their innocent tears, they'll restore your youth
in the future.
Happy Holidays!

Pride - Avalee
Fray-McCroskey
The LGBTQ+ community is infamous
for being loud and proud. It is known as
a free and loving community filled with
people like you. What it is not known
for is its social hierarchy. Within the
LGBTQ+ community there is a distinct
social ladder where gay men are at the
top and trans people are at the bottom.
Bisexuals float around in
the middle yet many
At Seattle Pride, 2015. Photo by the author.
people refuse to believe
that they exist. (Hint,
they do). Lesbians fall directly below gay men (because obviously
women can never be equal to men :/ ). Oh, and let’s just forget
about asexuals, pansexuals, intersex, questioning, queer, or
gender- non-binary people. This social pyramid is outdated and
progress is being made within and outside of the community yet
the struggle remains. How do we tear away from our
preconceived judgements that bisexual people are promiscuous or
transpeople are lesser-than? We must realize that everyone has
diﬀerent experiences and thoughts but one person’s orientation
or gender-identity does not make them better than someone else.
A community of people that have lived through discrimination
and that has had to fight for their rights should not be turning its
back on its other members. It is often called the “gay community”
or “gay pride” but it is much more than that. It is a community
and a celebration for everyone that feels diﬀerent and is accepting
of others. Allies are important and we must never forget that
there is enough room in the rainbow for all of us.
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The Lion of the North - Daniel Bolding
King Gustav II Adolf of Sweden is known by many names, Gustav Adolf the Great to his people, The
Golden King to the Italians, and The Lion of the North to his foes. But,
he is most commonly known by his Latinized name, Gustavus Adolphus.
He is widely referred to as the greatest king of Sweden, and founder of the
Swedish Empire. Oh, and his birthday happened to be last Friday in 1594.
Gustavus Adolphus was born as the eldest son of King Charles IX of
Sweden and Christina of Holstein-Gottorp. He inherited the throne after
his father’s death in 1611, when he was only seventeen years of age. He was
raised as a devout Lutheran and wise ruler, so when the Lutherans of
Germany were being invaded by the Holy Roman Empire and their
Catholic Allies, the Lion of the North Heeded the Call.
The Lutherans were quickly losing ground to Catholic forces, but, this
fortune was quickly reversed when Gustavus Adolphus and his Swedes
entered the war. The Golden King was using tactics never before seen,
hence why he is also called the father of modern warfare. He didn’t use
A painting by Jacob Hoefnagel c. 1623
massive numbers of pikemen, but rather massive numbers of musketeers
with just a few pikemen, also, every single soldier in his army could
perform the job of the next, the infantry could ride horses, the pikemen could use muskets, and the
artillerymen could handle pikes. Gustavus Adolphus was not just a great general either, he was a great
statesmen as well; for once, the nobles were actually on good terms with the royalty, and the public could
speak their minds freely about what they thought of new laws. He also tried to secure a diplomatic
solution to the Thirty Years’ War while securing the safety of protestants in Europe.
But alas the reign of The Golden King was not to last, in 1632 at the Battle of Lützen, Gustavus Adolphus
was separated from his troops while leading a cavalry charge. The Lion of the North was struck down, but
his troops, upon seeing his dead body rallied behind their leader’s sacrifice and won the battle, but the
greatest king of Sweden was dead and neither side won the Thirty Years’ War. After his death, the
Swedish Parliament, the Riksdag, decided that his name would be stylized as Gustav Adolf the Great. No
Swedish royalty has been given such an honor since.
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UV Light Katniss Liang
Many people ask me why I am so keen
on doing art. In the past, I have said
the wonderful process and unexpected
results have made me so interested in
creating my own art. Recently, I have
grown in my passion for the freedom
to be able to create real-world objects
from my imagination.
An art project I did recently is called
"Light with Movements"—a portrait
photo shoot under UV lights. The models had to be painted with a special glowing ink on their
bodies and were required to act with various movements. The inspiration for me to do this project
was a digital picture on Amazon.com which shows a charming woman with colorful body paint
under UV light. I was attracted by the beautiful colors and special light reflection. After seeing this
picture, I started to conceive this project.
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First, I posted my inspirational picture on my social media and asked for assistance from other
people. To my surprise, many people responded to my message and I invited six students from my
school. Next, I started to design the theme of my photo shoot. In my original ideas, the theme
included two parts—emotions and movements. For the emotions, I wrote down several words, such
as angry, happy, boredom, etc. And for the movement, I wrote down some key words about the
props, including fabrics, white powder, yarns, etc. These props were to be used in cooperation
with the body movements. After planning, I spent a full week buying materials. When an item on
my buying list was crossed out, I felt more excited and closer to my project. The feeling of taking
real action to achieve something you plan is amazing! After all the detailed preparation, the day
finally came. I borrowed a room in my high school's gym, and with the help of my assistants, all
the equipment was set up correctly. However, there was something that I missed in my planning—
makeup skills. We were struggling to put watery paint on the models and eventually I revised my
plan to save time and energy. Because of this issue, we had a difficult time on the emotions part
and I cut this part short at the end.
As I had planned, the next part of the shoot would be wild. I asked my assistants to get rid of the
brushes and feel free to just used their hands to paint on the models. I showed them how to use
different levels of strength to create special patterns. For example, I used the strength of my arm
to throw the paint on a model by holding wet brushes. I also showed my assistant how to put the
ink on his hands and use his fingers to create a tear-like pattern on the skin. In order to relax the
models, I asked them to play with the props and I took pictures when they were having fun.
With the help of my friends, I took many interesting pictures. In one picture, the model swung her
arms and stood on her tiptoes, which when photographed showed a glowing and transparent gown
in the reflection of the colors. In another picture, using light and shadows we created a wild girl
dancing, which was, in fact, an illusion which only contained color. These pictures expressed the
feelings of freedom and enjoyment. I still remember the encouragement from my friend: “I am so
proud of you that you really made this into reality step by step, which needs courage and
toughness.”
Admittedly, the process of this project was complicated, but it didn’t feel tedious because I found
my enthusiasm in something I love— seeking and creating my own art.
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